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if we create a new computer, we’re probably going to have to do some adjustment. the reason is simply the gamma
setting. gamma is a customised part of the display which has the task to determine the colour gain in each part of
the screen. you may be interested in the internal workings of the stopwatch, the update procedure is handled in

"c++" but also in "ansii". the object are created with three functions, a constructor, an allocator and a destructor.
then the screen update is handled in the method run(). it first reads the values from the object as integers, converts

them to char and strings using a constructor. string of course means strings containing only "ascii" characters, so
that even " " is valid. for values that have changed it compares the new value with the old one, if the new value is

different from the old one, it sets the corresponding pixels on the screen. finally, it returns the number of
milliseconds that have passed during the update period. the possible components are: count up and down analog,
digital and on digital note 1, 2, 3 and 4. entering values for digital and analog notes starts a timer and the digital

display will not change during this time. if the only analog value is changed the digital display will change on itself.
the analog display has three components: a white line, a red line and a blue line. the white and red lines are

connected to the digital display, but the blue line is connected to a low-side switch. the switch will toggle when a
button is pressed on the side of the device, it is not pushed completely into the body. the output is a voltage of 0 or
1. a digital 0 indicates that the red line and blue line are connected to ground, a digital 1 will connect the blue line to

the mid-pot of the low-side switch.
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the game does have a map in a
folder within the installation folder of
the game, if you start the game the

first time the map should be
automatically displayed. the game is

a great example to illustrate how
wrong input lag can be to the issue of

optimal performance. especially if
step is set to a very high number the
player can be hit by objects before

the game reacts with a further
movement. smtt 2.0 brings some

more improvements to the stopwatch
via a host of new tools such as the
blit target, the lag target and the

stopwatch cleaner. the blit and lag
targets allow for running additional

programs (e.g. games) or other
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graphical programs directly on the
display of the smtt 2.0 device. this
opens a lot of possibilities to work

with direct access to the display and
allows for direct measurement of

screen blits and input lag caused by
screen blits (blit-lag). for this purpose

a special version of smtt 2.0 is
available that additionally has that

target. the lag target allows for
testing each pixel of the display and

each pixel is fired by the smtt 2.0
emulator precisely once per display

frame (based on smtt 2.0's own
display frame rate). this results in a
lot of input lag data points for the

same pixel, data points that can be
then averaged for each display

frame. one of the big advantage of
this is that you will gain a lot of
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resolution in the data that you
collect. by implementing the

stopwatch cleaner with the lag target
the device can detect when any

previous measurements are based on
a frame buffer content that needs
cleaning and restarting. after this
process has been completed the

device tries to reconstruct the correct
behavior as close to the original as
possible by comparing data from
different frames, so that all the

automatically detected and missed
measurements will be cleaned up by
the stopwatch cleaner and then the
results are offered for further use.
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